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Condition: New. 198 x 124 mm. Language: English . Brand New
Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Description: Writing Academic
Papers is a book for undergraduate students in higher learning
institutions and colleges designed to help them accomplish their
academic paper assignments. This book comprises most
materials necessary for students to write convincing and
persuasive academic papers. It defines an academic paper,
explains its importance in higher education, and outlines the
necessary steps in writing a well-presented, well-argued, and
well-documented academic paper. This book also discusses in
detail and with concrete examples the question of plagiarism,
the most serious offense in academic writing, including the
effects of plagiarism in the production of new knowledge and
the consequences to those caught plagiarizing. This book is an
invaluable resource for all beginning students striving to achieve
ethical and excellent writing performances. Endorsements: Mligo
covers, in a clear format, all the relevant steps needed in the
production of a good research paper. After teaching for more
than a decade, both in undergraduate and graduate programs,
and having had to spend precious class time teaching students
how to write research papers when I should have been
teaching...
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This book is great. I have go through and so i am confident that i will going to read through once again again in the
future. I am just easily can get a satisfaction of looking at a written book.
-- Miss V er nie Schim m el-- Miss V er nie Schim m el

The book is easy in study easier to comprehend. I have study and that i am certain that i will gonna read once again
once again in the foreseeable future. Your lifestyle span will likely be transform the instant you comprehensive reading
this pdf.
-- Dr . Ja ydon Mosciski-- Dr . Ja ydon Mosciski
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